
Mobile Application and Web Design: HTML and JavaScript 
Project 04: JavaScript Classes and “The Coffee App” 
Marist School 
 
Description: 
 
In this project you will use JavaScript classes to define objects representing coffee orders from 
Mr. Michaud’s favorite Coffee Shop.  Similar to Java Classes, JavaScript classes use fields, 
constructors, and functions to model objects.   
 
A class has four elements: 
Name 
Constructor 
Fields 
Functions 
 
First, you will download and setup the CoffeeApp and add functionality to create a “Point of 
Sale” system for a Coffee Shop.  The goals of this App are to design a class that will keep track 
of the data points surrounding a product, design a class that will keep a database of the instances 
of the product as they are ordered, and design a user interface where the user will select points of 
data for the product during the Point of Sale Experience.   
 
Reading: 
 
Head First HTML5 Programming Chapter 4: JavaScript Functions and Classes 
 
Note: For this project we will not use the code examples from Chapter 4.  However, you will find 
this chapter a solid reference for how to create and use JavaScript classes.  Go here first for 
examples and answers to questions. 
 
Process: 
 
1. Start the Dev Editor and create a new project called “Project04”. 
 
2. Create the following HTML files: 

a. coffee.html 
b. coffeelayout.css 
c. drink.js 
d. order.js 
e. sales.js 

 
  



3. The starter code for each of the above files are located at the links below.  Click the link and 
copy and paste the code into the corresponding files.   
 
coffee.html  (Right Click and View Source to get Code) 
coffeeap.js 
coffeelayout.css 
drink.js 
order.js 
sales.js  (This is blank for now.  No code here!) 
 
4. Run the coffee.html file and you should see the following user interface: 
 

 
 
5. We will now practice adding another order manually through the JavaScript.  Go to 
coffeeapp.js and find the init() function. 
 

The starter code has limited 
functionality.  The Cold and Hot 
buttons change colors when pressed 
and a sample order loads at the 
bottom and of the screen. 

http://nebomusic.net/htmllessons/resources/Project04/coffee.html
http://nebomusic.net/htmllessons/resources/Project04/coffeeapp.js
http://nebomusic.net/htmllessons/resources/Project04/coffeelayout.css
http://nebomusic.net/htmllessons/resources/Project04/drink.js
http://nebomusic.net/htmllessons/resources/Project04/order.js


6.  The “User Story” for adding a drink to the order is: 
a. User selects options of Hot/Cold, Type, Size, Flavor, and Dairy 
b. The “Add Drink” button is pressed 
c. A new Drink is created with the parameters from step a. 
d. The new Drink is pushed to the order object 
e. The displayArea is updated with the new order. 

 
7.  We will now do this manually.  On line 20 add code to create another drink: 
 

 
 
  



8. On line 21 call the code to push the new drink into the “order” object. 
 

 
 
9. Now refresh the App and you should see the new drink below: 
 

 
 
  



10.  Now that we have a means to enter drinks into the order, we need to be able to add a drink 
using the buttons.  First, we need to define some variables to represent a single drink in 
coffeeapp.js.  Find line 8 and add the following fields to represent a single drink. 
 

 
 
11. The goal now is to: 
 a. Map the App’s buttons to onclick functions. 
 b. Have these functions set the variables for the single drink. 

c. Use the “Add Drink” button to collect the variables into a single Drink instance and 
add to order. 

 
  



12.  We will do one set of buttons as an example.  Map the functions for “buttonCoffee”, 
“buttonFrapp”, and “buttonExpress” as shown below.  (These are inside the init() function). 
 

 
 
 
13.  Now add the stubs for the onclick functions: 
 

 
 
 
  



14.  We will start with the buttonCoffeeClicked().   
 a. set the type variable to “Coffee” 

b. Map to buttonCoffee, buttonFrapp, and buttonExpresso 
 c. Set Colors for user feedback 
  
 

 
 
15. Repeat this process for buttonFrapp and buttonExpresso.  (Use the code from step 14 as a 
guide.) 
 
  



16. Once we have the Type buttons working we will now modify the code so the “Add Drink” 
button will add the drink to the order.  Add code to map the onclick function for the 
“buttonAddDrink”: 
 
 

 
 
 
17. We will now add the function “buttonAddDrinkClicked” to read the variables for a single 
drink, create a Drink object and then push this Drink object to the Orders list. 
 

 
 
  



18. In order for the App to work we need to move a variable out of init() and into the global 
variables section. Delete the followings lines from the init() function: 
 

 
 
19. Add this line instead to initialize order: 
 

 
 
20.  Add the var order code to the global variables section: 
 

 
 
  



21. Now the App should work.  Select a Cold or Hot option and then a type of drink and click 
“Add Drink”.  The new Drink should show up in the order.  Of course it is incomplete as we 
have not implemented the other buttons! 
 

 
 
22. We need to implement one more function together.  We will map the “Reset Order” button so 
we can clear the order.  First, map to the “buttonResetOrder”  and assign onclick function: 
 

 



 
23.  Now define the buttonResestOrderClicked function: 
 

 
 
24. This establishes some basic functionality to the App. To complete the project you must meet 
the following requirements: 
 
 
Requirements  (And Grading Scale): 
 
1.  Complete Directions above to Step 24:     50 Points 
2.  Add Functionality for Tall, Grande, and Venti Buttons:     5 Points 
3.  Add Flavor and Dairy Selectors (See TextToSpeech for examples):  5 Points 
4.  Modify the code in the sale.js class to hold a list of orders  10 Points 
 a. Use the Drinks to Orders structure as a Model 
 b. Think about “Pushing” the Order to a list in the Sales Class 
 c. Then purge the Order List 
5. Display the number of Drinks Ordered in the <p id=”numDrinks”> 10 Points 
6. Research from Pricing Information from Starbucks and add the ability  10 Points 
to keep track of the price of each drink and order.    
7.  Add Colors and Images to Make the App Attractive:   10 Points 
 
 
Other Ideas to Try (perhaps some Final Project Inspiration . . .) 
A. Add text to speech capability so the App Can speak your order. 
B. Figure out how to use persistent storage (writing to Browser memory) to Permanently store 
the order.  
C.  Have the App “Email” the Order to your Email Address.   This can be the start of a Point of 
Sales App for a business 
D. Create your own Business Point of Sale App with a product or your choice! 


